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Abstract : 
 
In order to predict the lifetime of fibre rope mooring lines it is essential to be able to predict their 
behaviour under tension fatigue. Creep failure is known to be a major contributor to fatigue in synthetic 
fibres and models to predict creep failure are well-established. We show that expansion of such models 
to varying loading conditions allows the prediction of the fatigue performance. However, it is difficult to 
design tests to quantify the fatigue performance for HMPE ropes since often premature failure occurs 
due to external abrasion and viscous heating due to too high testing frequencies or amplitudes. This 
paper presents a testing methodology which allows tensile fatigue lifetime to be evaluated by testing at 
higher temperature to avoid premature abrasion failure. We also show that when the temperature 
evolution due to viscous heating is properly accounted for the modelling framework presented can be 
effectively used to describe the premature failure occurring due to this heating effect. Results from tests 
on yarns and small ropes are presented, and a predictive model for rope fatigue lifetime has been 
validated. 
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Introduction 
 

The offshore oil and gas and marine renewable energy industries both require innovative mooring 
techniques in order to extend operational windows of floating structures. In this context, conventional 
wire rope and chain configurations are limited, both in terms of water depth and dynamic response, due to 
material and economic considerations. During the last decades, alternative mooring systems, involving 
synthetic ropes, have been studied and tested, in particular for station-keeping of floating platforms 
offshore as in studies [1]–[7]. While some of these systems are still at the test stage, others are currently 
in use.  

Among the alternative systems, HMPE (High Modulus PolyEthylene) fibre ropes show great 
potential, thanks to their high mechanical performance combined with light weight. However, the 
remaining issue with most HMPE ropes is their poorer creep behaviour. For this reason recent materials 
developments have focussed on alternative HMPE fibres with much lower creep deformation, such as the 
Dyneema® DM20 grade, presented in [8]. DSM is the inventor and manufacturer of Ultra High 
Molecular Weight PolyEthylene (UHMWPE) fiber branded as Dyneema®. 

The knowledge on the creep performance of HMPE materials builds to a large extend on the 
classical work of Wilding and Ward on melt-spun polyethylene fibers, where the main emphasis was on 
deformation as a function of load rather than on time-to-failure [9]–[12]. Govaert and Lemstra extended 
the observations to gel-spun fibers [13] which form the basis of conventional HMPE fibres and ropes, and 
if we look back at previous studies [1]–[3], [8]–[12], [14] and [15], we can conclude that we now have a 
good understanding of the creep behaviour of HMPE from yarns to ropes which is governed by plastic 
deformation.  

In terms of dynamic failure mechanisms, we can highlight two groups: the crack growth 
propagation mechanism, which is strongly frequency and cycle time dependent, and the plastic 
deformation failure, that only depends on the effective time spend under load, as presented in [16]. In the 
case of HMPE fibres the plastic deformation mechanism is seen to dominate the long term loading 
performance and to date no observations are known of a transition towards a crack growth or frequency 
dominated regime. Given the fact that these fibres are highly oriented makes e.g. the crack propagation 
failure unlikely. For these reasons we expect the tension fatigue failure to be dictated by plastic 
deformation failure and not by crack propagation.  

The aim of the present work is to validate the transposition of the prediction method based on the 
creep behaviour up to dynamic testing. First, this work will verify this hypothesis at the yarn level. Then, 
in order to have a better understanding of the real-life case, this study aims to validate this model for 
small ropes. Before translating the prediction from yarn to ropes we have to identify the critical 
mechanisms that could be introduced by the construction: external abrasion (friction at end connections), 
internal heating processes, which are likely to be more critical in ropes than in yarns (due to the larger 
diameter), and internal abrasion (yarn on yarn friction). Note that these additional failure mechanisms are 
more apparent in short-term testing protocols that are typically performed at high load and frequency and 
in most cases will not be relevant for actual applications. 
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1. Background 

1.1. Synthetic rope fatigue behaviour 
 

HMPE fibres are relatively new compared to other synthetic ropes such as polyamide or polyester. 
For common fibres fatigue failures have already been studied in [4], [17]–[19]. Those studies highlighted 
three types of failure under tension fatigue loading: failures induced by creep phenomena, by external 
abrasion or due to internal abrasion. 

The most common failure for tension fatigue is creep related. In this case we can use models 
established for static creep strain prediction and replace the constant stress by a cyclic one (see [4], [17], 
[18]). If the failure is governed by creep, and no other mechanisms interfere, the failure time will be 
independent of the testing frequency only depend on the time spend under load. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Model prediction abrasion vs. creep based on study [17]. 

Abrasion phenomena can induce deviations from this type of prediction as shown in [17]. In this 
case, the study of the failure location allows the type of friction involved to be identified. For example, 
Mandell identified a failure located in the end connection when the experimental results started to deviate 
from the creep prediction, which oriented the explanation to an external abrasion issue due to the friction 
at connections (results in Figure 1.1). This type of mechanism only dependents on the number of cycles as 
shown in [17], and therefore is governed by testing frequency. Bending over sheave tests are more 
relevant to study this phenomenon.   

The work of Mandell also evokes the possible influence of internal abrasion for high numbers of 
cycles and low loads. Nevertheless they were not able to identify this failure type experimentally on ropes, 
and suggested that this can be better understood by yarn on yarn testing. 

Fatigue investigations on HMPE have been mainly focused on rope bending fatigue performance 
(e.g. [20]–[24]) as it was identified as the most severe case for handling lines. Nevertheless to be able to 
quantify the life time expectancy of a rope we have to establish a theory for pure tension fatigue. 
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1.2. Yarn creep behaviour 
 

Studies on fatigue lifetime prediction for synthetic fibres indicate a good prediction of dynamic 
fatigue life time based on creep failure data in most cases (see [4], [17]–[19]). Moreover, HMPE is known 
to show high creep strain which makes this phenomenon even more critical in the case of fatigue loading. 
For these reasons the first step of fatigue life time prediction is to transpose creep theory to dynamic 
loading. 

 

Figure 1.2. Representation of the three regimes of HMPE creep behaviour [2] (NB: HPPE was the previous name of 
HMPE fibres). 

Creep behaviour on Dyneema® fibres is an issue well understood at the yarn level, and it can be 
described in three parts (shown in Figure 1.2): 

- I:  The primary creep step represents the delayed elastic strain induced by the stretching of 
non-crystalline chain segments. This elongation follows a logarithmic law with respect to the 
time, is proportional to the applied stress and fully reversible if enough time is given for 
recovery.  

- II:  The secondary creep step translates the slippage of molecular chains. Strain is 
proportional to time and can be represented using a power law of the stress (with a power 
value dependant on the HMPE grade: crystallinity, orientation …). 

- III:  The tertiary creep stage begins when the first filament breaks and can be interpreted as a 
self-amplifying failure mechanism where increasing filament failures and stress amplify 
each-other, and is absent in case of testing single filaments.  It is not modelled due to its high 
variability from one specimen to another and is governed by filament failure statistics. 

A method to predict static creep has been investigated in previous studies [2], [3], [8], [16], [17], [25] and 
[27]  based on the assumption that polymers will break above a constant maximum plastic strain. This 
method is detailed and modified in the next section for dynamic loading. 
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2. Life time prediction 

2.1. Theory of yarns 

2.1.1. General case 

 
As suggested above, the HMPE yarn life time under dynamic loading is controlled by the creep 

mechanism. Moreover, studies [25] and [26] have shown that creep failure occurs when plastic strain 
reaches a critical value: �������� (independent of the loading case), which can be defined as the integration 

of strain rate over yarn life time (see Eq. 2.1.)    

 

�������� = 
 ������ 	��
����
�

= 
 ������	��
����
�

 Eq. 2.1. 

 

In Eq. 2.1., ε����� and ε����� respectively stand for the plastic strain rates under static and dynamic 

loading. Moreover, tt��and tt�� respectively stand for the time to failure in static and dynamic loading. 

Studies [16], [17], [27] established expressions for the creep strain rate as a function of 
temperature and stress. In this study we use the expression from [27] which considers the creep strain rate 
as a power function of the stress and follows an Arrhenius law of the temperature. The plastic strain rate 
under cyclic loading can be expressed as in the static case by replacing the constant stress by a dynamic 
one (see Eq. 2.2.). 

 ��������� = � ×  ! × "���# Eq. 2.2. 

 

In Eq. 2.2., � and $ are two (material) constants, "���, the dynamic stress signal and  ! , a factor 

following an Arrhenius law of the temperature:  ! = %∆'
()* +

,-�
+
,.where ∆Uis the activation energy, 01 the 

universal gas constant, 2 the test temperature and 2�a reference temperature. 

The data base for static creep life time and parameters (� , ∆3 , 2� , $  and �������� ) is well 

developed, which makes it interesting to compare the life time in dynamic and static loading for the same 
temperatures. To achieve such a comparison, we have to make the assumption that time to failure is quite 
long compared to the period of the dynamic loading ��4��5, and that we can consider the strain as the 

integration of the stress function over one cycle multiplied by the number of cycles. Appling this 
transformation to Eq. 2.1. we obtain a relationship between ��6� and ��6� , linked with a dynamic shift 

factor  �� as written in  

Eq. 2.3. The theory behind the dynamic shift factor is developed in [26]. 
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��6� = ��6� 7 "#89# 	���:;:<=�
7 "���#	���:;:<=�

= ��6� ��  

With ��6� = >?<@:ABC
D×8,×EFGHF and  �� = 7 E���F	��C:;:<=-�:;:<=	×		EFGHF 

 
Eq. 2.3. 

 To go further in the dynamic shift factor calculation, we have to apply a specific function for 
dynamic stress. 

2.1.2. Sinusoidal case 
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Figure 2.1:  Sinusoidal stress versus time for different R ratio 

The dynamic load is chosen as a sinusoidal function of time. There are three main methods to 
express sinusoidal stress, (1) either with the maximum and minimum stresses, (2) with mean and 
amplitude, or (3) with maximum stress and the stress ratio, R = σmin/σmax. In our case we want to compare 
the static creep test with the fatigue response, so the use of the R ratio allows us to represent the  creep 
test as a fatigue test withR=1 (see Figure 2.1). Then, the sinusoidal stress expression can be introduced in 
the previous equations Eq. 2.2. to get the dynamic creep strain rate, as shown in Eq. 2.4. 

 

����������� = � ×  ! × IJ"#89
1 + 0
2 N + J"#89

1 − 0
2 N sin��S�T# Eq. 2.4. 

With S = 2U ��4��5V  the frequency 

 

The dynamic shift factor expression can then be simplified, using the variable �W = � ��4��5V   and 

the integration of the parameter �������� gives Eq. 2.5., presented hereafter. 

 

 �� = 7 *1 + 02 + 1 − 02 sin��. S�.# 	���:;:<=� "#89# = ��4��5
 J1 + 0
2 + 1 − 0

2 sin�2U. �′�N# 	��′Z
�

 

 
Eq. 2.5. 
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The expression in Eq. 2.5. for dynamic shift factor from static to dynamic highlights a time to 
failure independent of frequency values. For a given fibre type,  ��  is dependents on one parameter 
related to the loading condition: the R ratio, which induces variations of time to failure inverse to 
variations of the R ratio (see Figure 2.2), and one material dependent parameter, m. To conclude, the 
prediction curve from static to dynamic tests is only shifted along the time to failure axis. 
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Figure 2.2: Influence of R on dynamic shift factor for Dyneema® SK78 (for m = 4.43) [left] and R and temperature on 
dynamic time to failure prediction [right] 

2.1.3. Time-Temperature superposition 

 
To avoid end termination effects and to get a failure in the central part of the rope sample which 

is loaded in tension, the tests can be performed at high temperature, to accelerate the plastic failure 
phenomenon. Results obtained at high (testing) temperatures can be translated to the relevant low 
application temperatures using. the time-temperature equivalence method.  

As noted above, the creep strain rate is temperature dependent as shown in Eq. 2.2. This 
temperature dependence is governed by an Arrhenius equation and this same temperature dependence can 
be used for times-to-failure measured at different temperatures under the same loading condition:  A 
straightforward relationship between times-to-failure involving only a Arrhenius temperature shift factor 
( !+@[) is then obtained as shown in Figure 2.2 and Eq. 2.6. 

��6�2Z� = ��6�2\�%
∆]^)*

Z!+�
Z![. = ��6�2\�.  !+@[ Eq. 2.6. 

 

For a given fixed temperature this temperature shift factor is constant, which means that a master 
curve can be created by a simple translation (shift) of the results along the time axis for each temperature 
(see Figure 2.2). 
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2.2. Rope theory  
 

In order to sufficiently capture the complexity of the final application it is important to consider 
the rope scale.  The construction chosen is a braided rope made of 12 twisted strands each of 4 yarns of 
1760 dtex Dyneema® SK78 HMPE fibres.  

For ropes subjected to cyclic loading we can apply the same theory as for yarns by taking into 
account the angle of filaments in the ropes to calculate the stress in the yarns. Previous studies established 
simple analytical relationships between load applied to twisted ropes and stress in the filament (as [28], 
[29]), but in our case the construction is a braid, for which there is no simple theory (see [30]). Another 

way to estimate the stress in yarns is to take the average braid angle (α=24°) and consider that all the 
filaments have this same angle with respect to the loading direction (see Figure 2.3) and that the rope 
angle is not changing significantly during testing. From this assumption we can find the stress applied on 
the yarns considering that the load on rope is the projection of the load on yarn over the loading direction 
(see Eq. 2.7.)   

 

Figure 2.3: Representation of the average angle of filaments (α) to the loading direction, defined to be equal to the braided 
angle. 

 

_48�`��� = _�a�5���bcd	�e�  Eq. 2.7. 

 

 The rope construction also induces higher friction effects between the yarns and the terminations, 
this can generate premature failure in some cases such as at high frequencies, amplitudes or loads. Finally, 
increased diameter ropes lead to higher temperatures than within a single yarn, since the heat created by 
plastic deformation diffuses slower than in yarns. The friction phenomena can also increase the heating 
process. These issues must be studied before testing ropes, to define the range of the study and to avoid 
unrealistic heating or abrasion effects. 

3. Experimental results 

3.1. Yarn behaviour from previous works 

 First this model has been verified on Dyneema® SK75 yarn samples in the study [31]. The most 
frequently used linear density for this material is around 1760dtex for yarns but other linear densities are 
available,  from 110 dtex to 2640 dtex,  [32]), 

α Loading direction 
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3.1.1. Material 

To be able to compare dynamic loading to the ultimate static strength, static tensile tests were 
performed before investigating the tension fatigue failure. Tests were performed following the ASTM 
D885 method. Concerning sample preparation and conditioning, yarn bobbins were conditioned at a 
temperature of 21±1°C and relative humidity of 60±10% for at least two hours before testing, and each 
sample was twisted with 40 turns/meter. The tensile testing was performed with a constant extension rate 
of 250 mm/min, a gage length of 500 mm, a load cell of maximum force of 2 kN and a pretension of 
0.2cN/tex. Moreover clamps were used that were designed to minimize the stress concentration. 

From these tensile tests, we can get material properties as: the maximum force (in N) and the 
elongation determined as the gage displacement over the initial gage length (in mm/mm). These 
properties are then combined with the sample linear density and volume weight to obtain the maximum 
stress and the modulus (both in GPa). For the Dyneema® SK75, we get a tenacity of 3.6 GPa and a 
modulus around 110 GPa  

3.1.2. Dynamic behaviour 

The static and dynamic results obtained in study [31] show a good correlation between the model 
prediction and experimental data. There is only a slight deviation which can be highlighted at high stress, 
which was shown to be induced by viscous heating in the material by varying the test frequency. 
Parameters used for the model are listed in table 1 below: 

 C*
 m ∆U εcr 

 [-] [-] [kJ/mol] [-] 
SK75 0.14 3.58 108 0.26 
SK78 0.00032 4.43 112 0.26 

 *for a reference temperature (T0) of 70°C 
 

Table 1: model parameters for Dyneema® SK75 and SK78 yarns. 

This good agreement between prediction and experiment compelled to perform the same tests on 
rope scale. 

 

Figure 3.1. Time-to-failure at 70°C for Dyneema® SK75 yarns under static and dynamic loading obtained by model 
prediction [lines] and by experimental testing [points] (from [31]). 
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3.2. Rope behaviour 

At the rope level the tests were performed on a fibre with higher creep resistant properties, the 
Dyneema® SK78, with a linear density of 1760 dtex. Ropes typically allow the measurement of 
mechanical properties with less variability. The rope construction used in this work has a 12x1 braided 
construction with a total linear density of 9.1 g/m and substrands composed of 4 times assembled yarns of 
4x1760 dtex. 

Material 
 Before investigating the behaviour of the rope in tension fatigue, static tensile tests were 
performed to determine the reference mechanical properties. The rope was tested with a special set-up: 
samples are maintained in position and wound three times over a cylinder with a large enough diameter to 
sufficiently lower contact pressures and with a specific roughness to prevent slippage and excessive 
abrasion. This test provides the failure stress of the rope, the strain (and therefore modulus) can however 
not be determined accurately since some slippage of the rope on the clamps cannot be avoided. Strength 
values for the ropes are listed in Table 2. 

Sample Tenacity 
[cN/dtex] 

Stress 
[GPa] 

1 20.24 1.96 

2 21.05 2.04 

3 21.77 2.11 

4 20.01 1.94 
  

    

Average 20.77 2.01 

   
Table 2: Ultimate stress and tenacity of Dyneema® SK78 ropes 

 Dyneema® SK78 yarns have a significantly lower creep rate compared to Dyneema® SK75. For 
this reason the creep life time   of Dyneema® SK78 yarns have been measured and modelled over a large 
range of temperatures, as shown in Figure 3.2. Using Eq. 2.3. and Eq. 2.7. we will be able to predict the 
time to failure of ropes subjected to fatigue or static loading, in the case of creep dominant failure. Model 
parameters are listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 3.2: Creep time to failure identified (lines) from experimental data (points) on yarns (at 25, 30, 50, 70 and 100oC) 
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3.2.1. Scope of the study 

 

As stated before the aim of the current investigation is to develop a tool that allows us to predict the 
failure time of HMPE yarns and ropes under pure tensile fatigue conditions. Clamping of yarns and ropes 
almost always introduce the risk of failure on the clamps due to external abrasion and the visco-elastic 
nature of the material introduces the risk of viscous heating due to the cyclic loading. Both can interfere 
with and obscure test results and need to be studied first.  

 
External abrasion 

While testing ropes in fatigue we have to eliminate the possible failures induced by external 
abrasion on the clamps. Once this phenomenon is known and controlled, we can define relevant 
parameters for the study (frequency, temperature, maximum stress). 
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Figure 3.3: S-N curve in case of failure on clamps (external abrasion) for different frequencies at 23oC 

To investigate this aspect, tests were performed at room temperature (23oC) to increase the creep 
time to failure without affecting abrasion. Moreover, to check that this is a real cycle dependent 
phenomenon these tests were performed at two different frequencies.  

During these tests it was also verified that failures were indeed the result of an external abrasion 
(failures near clamps).  

Results are summarized in Figure 3.3 and show two main characteristics of external abrasion failures: 

- The failure induced by abrasion is entirely dictated by the number of cycles (no influence of 
the frequency) 

- The number of cycles to failure follows an exponential function of the maximum stress 
applied. 
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Figure 3.4: Prediction of external abrasion failure compared to prediction of time to failure in creep mode at 100oC 

In this work we want to characterize the creep failure mode in fatigue. To do so we have to avoid 
any abrasion failure by reducing cyclic damage (low frequency fatigue) and increasing creep rates (high 
temperature testing). From the experimental results of abrasion failure (shown in Figure 3.3) we 
established a lifetime prediction model for any frequency. Then, creep dominant failure on Dyneema® 
SK78 ropes can be predicted from the yarn creep behaviour (see part 3.1) at different temperatures. The 
comparison between this failure model allows to determine the temperature and frequency of the fatigue 
tests to obtain a creep failure mode (T=100°C and f=0.1 Hz see Figure 3.4). The frequency of 0.1 Hz is a 
realistic parameter which represents a wave period of 10s and the temperature of 100°C permits us to do 
tests on an experimentally feasible timescale but avoid approaching the melting range of the material 
(Tm=144-152°C) too closely. Moreover, it is preferred to be able to perform tests at stresses up to 1500 
MPa (75% of ultimate stress). Higher loads would not be interesting since ropes in practical use are 
usually stressed in the range below 400 to 600 MPa. 

 
Heating process 

The second issue is the hysteretic loop created by the viscoelastic behaviour of HMPE. These 
loops translate energy dissipation during each fatigue loading cycle , and for a cyclically loaded material 
the main way to lose energy is by heat generation (see Figure 3.5). Heating can have two negative effects 
on experimental results: the temperature rise will induce a shift in creep rates and failure times as Eq. 2.6. 
indicates, and for tests performed close to the fusion temperature of HMPE, the heating can induce a 
melting process inside the sample. In the case of rope testing, we assume that heating is mainly generated 
by viscoelastic effects, especially for high loads, frequency and amplitude. Moreover, this phenomenon is 
highly dependant on the convection heat loss to the surroundings and will therefore depend strongly on 
the frequency of testing and convective surrounding (environmental temperature) of the sample. 

Therefore, the following experiments aims to have been performed on rope samples and the 
temperature within has been recorded using a thermocouple (type K) with a recording period equal to at 
least three fatigues cycles to reduce the noise induced by the cycles. 
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Figure 3.5: Temperature rise inside the rope vs. time for different maximal strength applied at 23°C  

Based on these observations we developed an empirical model which can predict the heating 
process inside the rope using simple mathematical laws. For this study we do not consider the transient 
state, only the maximum temperature value inside the rope (Figure 3.6).  

Heating of the ropes depends on the maximum stress applied	", the surrounding temperature, 2, 
the frequency,	g, and the load ratio,	0. To identify the influence of these parameters on heating, each of 
them was successively considered as a variable while the others were kept constant (Figure 3.6) which 
provides an expression of the heating depending on the variable parameter. In this case we assume that 
the influence of each parameter on heating is independent of the others. 

The observation of temperature variations allowed an exponential dependence on maximum 
applied stress to be identified (Figure 3.6 [top left]). Moreover we know that when the stress is equal to 
zero, no heating will take place, so we obtain the following expression: 

∆2#89 = h%EFGH E-⁄ − 1j. k�2, g, 0� Eq. 3.1. 

 
With g a function of environmental temperature (T), frequency (f) and R ratio; σmax the maximum stress 
applied; σ0 a constant proportional to a stress and equal to 357 MPa for this case. 

The frequency effects have been studied for four different stresses, represented in Figure 3.6 [top right], 
and in each case it highlights a linear dependence of temperature rise on frequency. Moreover, the heating 
process will disappear for a frequency equal to zero (case of the static creep loading). These two 
observations led to the development of a heating process expression, from Eq. 3.1. to: 

∆2�`���5 = h%EFGH E-⁄ − 1j. g. ℎ�2, 0� Eq. 3.2. 

With h a function of T and R. For a frequency of 0.1 Hz, the heating process can therefore be neglected 
for the stress range here (up to 1500 MPa). 

Finally the heating process is dependent on the surrounding temperature.  To identify its influence on the 
temperature rise within the rope we conducted tests under different conditions. Results summarised in 
Figure 3.6 [bottom] show a linear dependency of the heating process with the surrounding temperature, 
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and for temperatures below 0oC there is no heating phenomenon, which modifies Eq. 3.2. in Eq. 3.3., 
considering m�0� as a function of R ratio, equal to 7.10-2 s.oC for R=0.1. 

∆2#89 = h%EFGH E-⁄ − 1j. 2. g. m�0� Eq. 3.3. 

 
 This empirical law (Eq. 3.3.) provides a tool to determine if the heating process will be significant 
based on the testing conditions. Nevertheless the equation has been established for a specific HMPE grade 
and rope construction (braid angle, dtex, diameter, coating) it should not be applied directly in a case with 
different parameter(s). 
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Figure 3.6: Maximum rise of temperature vs. stress applied for different frequencies (R=0.1, T=23°C) [top left]. 
Maximum temperature rise as a function of frequency for diffrent stresses (R=0.1, T=23°C) [top right]. Maximum 

temperature rise as a function of the environmental temperature (R=0.1, f=1Hz, σ=345MPa) [bottom] 
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3.2.2. Static and dynamic behaviour 

Static creep tests 

 
The model has been established on yarn experiments, for which the constants have been 

determined, see table 1. Here we investigate the rope time to failure and compare it to the prediction 
based on yarn results, but to do so we have to know the stress applied on the yarn during a creep test on 
the rope. This stress has been determined considering the braided angle as constant and using a simple 
projection on the yarn axis we obtain an evaluation of its value from Eq. 2.7. This leads to the results and 
prediction shown in Figure 3.7. 
The figure above shows a good correlation between prediction of the time to failure under static creep 
(based on the yarn results) and experimental data on ropes. 
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Figure 3.7: Creep time to failure prediction compared to experimental data on ropes (at 70 and 100oC) 

Dynamic fatigue tests 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Experimental set-ups for dynamic test at high temperature  

At 100oC, 0.1Hz and R=0.1: 
It is now possible to define the dynamic test conditions. In order to make the dynamic 

experiments realistic the frequency was chosen to be close to the wave period, around 10 seconds (0.1 Hz 
frequency) and to avoid external abrasion failure it was necessary to test at 100oC. The stress ratio has 
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been chosen to be equal to 0.1 to simulate a worst case scenario in terms of loading. Figure 3.8 shows the 
experimental set-up for the tests: the clamps and oven. 

Figure 3.9 shows the test results and the prediction (from Eq. 2.3). The prediction is quite 
accurate up to 900 MPa under these conditions (black dots, Figure 3.9). Above this value the 
experimental data deviate from the prediction (grey points, Figure 3.9). Boleij already noticed this 
deviation for the case of yarns in [31]; it could be explained by heating. In part II.2 we established the 
dependence of temperature rise with temperature, frequency and stress variation. If we insert this simple 
relation in the predictive model (Eq. 3.4.) we can predict this deviation (Figure 3.9 –right–). 

 ! = %∆]^)* Z!-� Z!n∆!. = %
∆]^)o

Z!-�
Z

!nh5pFGH p-⁄ �Zj.!.6.q�^�r Eq. 3.4. 
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Figure 3.9: Dynamic time to failure prediction compared to experimental data (at 100oC, R=0.1 and 0.1Hz) with out (left) 
and with (right) heating process taken into account  

 

At 100oC, 0.1Hz and R=0.5: 
 The choice to take an R ratio of 0.1 was made because of the need to investigate the reliability of 
our model in the case of extreme dynamic loading. Nevertheless marine applications amplitude rarely 
reach such values; mostly R ratios are included between 0.3 and 0.6. To test the robustness of the model 
on R variation we performed tests at R=0.5 (within the application range).  

 R ratio induces a change on the dynamic shift factor as shown in Eq. 2.5 which will induce a 
shifting of the failure curve parallel to the time to failure axis. In this case, for an R ratio of 0.5 the 
dynamic shift factor is equal to 0.4 and induces a time to failure equal to three quarters of the time to 
failure of an R ratio of 0.1. Experimental results and model predictions are summarised in Figure 3.10 . 
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Figure 3.10: Time to failure vs. maximum stress applied for an R ratio of 0.5 (100°C and 0.1Hz) 

The experimental data agree well with the model prediction for the presented case, demonstrating the 
reliability of the model for different stress ratios. The model was also verified for the static creep case 
which can be compared to the dynamic case with a frequency equal to zero. In further studies, it would be 
interesting to validate the model at a different frequency value (other than 0.1Hz).  

It has to be noted that some internal abrasion effects have been identified for other fibres (polyester), for 
which it was assumed that this abrasion affects the time to failure by reducing the cross-sectional area of 
the rope, a phenomenon dependant on the number of cycles. The problem is that this phenomenon is 
likely not, or less,  affected by the temperature, and could be ‘hidden’ in the case of our tests, since we 
used time-temperature superposition to obtain acceptable failure times. It is therefore important to 
investigate this phenomenon further, in order to understand if there is an internal abrasion mechanism 
active in case of HMPE ropes , and if so,  predict the potential failure due to internal abrasion. 

Conclusion 
 

The results from this study show that the life time for failure under dynamic tension fatigue on HMPE 
ropes can be successfully predicted based on proper knowledge of yarn creep performance. . To do so, the 
well-established models for failure under static loading conditions need to be modified to account for 
dynamic loads. This results in the definition of a dynamic shift factor, only depending on the load ratio, R, 
and material parameter m, that effectively results in a shift towards longer failure times in case of 
comparing the dynamic loading case to the static load case at the maximum load of the dynamic signal. 

It is also shown that the model can, in case of loading scenarios in which viscous heating results in 
increasing temperatures during the test, predict failure times accurately, when the temperature 
development is taken into account. To this end an empirical temperature model is employed in this study.  

Key in developing the model and creating relevant observations was the development of the testing 
methodology presented in this study. By locally heating the ropes we enabled measuring rope failure 
times unaffected by external abrasion on the end connections. 
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This model still has some limitations: we have to investigate the self heating process, since it can have an 
influence on the life time, especially in the case of high temperature applications. The temperature inside 
the rope should never exceed 110°C otherwise the constants which depend on the material have to be 
modified. Finally the study has highlighted failure induced by external abrasion at room temperature and 
a reduced life time; this shows the importance of the end connection choice for real applications. 
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